In this paper, we present and discuss a path to extend the enhancement of the resolution of an optical surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensor. Basically, our approach is to combine bi-metamaterial layers to design the SPR sensor. The calculation shows that the proposed SPR sensor structure has a preference over the conventional SPR sensors and bimetallic SPR sensors since it gives a much sharper reflectance dip and can achieve considerable sensitivity improvement when compared to the recently reported investigations. The effects of the metamaterial permittivity, permeability, and thickness on the reflectance curve are studied. It is also seen that metamaterial layers improve the field of the proposed SPR structure, which may provide a novel tool to significantly enhance the sensitivity and resolution of the sensors.
Introduction
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensors provide label free and real-time analysis of optical property changes near a metal-dielectric interface that supports surface plasmons [1] . Surface plasmons are propagating or localized electromagnetic field oscillations that occur at the interface between two materials given that one of the materials has a real negative dielectric constant [2] . The incident light can cause excitation of the surface plasmons. When the momentum of the surface plasmons matches that of the incident light, the so-called surface plasmon resonance phenomenon takes place. In most sensor applications, the plasmon supporting material is gold or silver as it readily supports plasmon modes. Gold displays a higher shift of the resonance angle to the change in ambient refraction index and is chemically stable also. Silver possesses a higher value of imaginary part of refractive index than the gold by which it shows a narrower resonance curve in comparision to gold. Thus, silver provides a higher signal to noise ratio of SPR chemical sensors, but has a poor chemical stability [3] . SPR sensors are more advantageous than other methods, such as fluorescent tagging, when a quantitative label-free approach to tracking binding occurrences or optical property shifts over time is needed [4] . Traditionally, SPR is measured using the Kretschmann configuration, with a prism and a thin highly reflecting metal layer deposited upon the prism base [5] . Various configurations in a Kretschmann type device structure have been proposed and explored yet, mainly by designing the layer stack on the hypotenuse face of a prism, which include long range SPR sensors [6, 7] , Au-Ag metals film SPR sensor i.e. conventional SPR [2, 8] , waveguide coupled plasmon-waveguide SPR sensor [9] , etc. Particularly, the use of the surface plasmon wave with other plasmonic or guided modes appears to provide the most effective way of sharpening the SPR curve, thus enhancing the sensing resolution [10] . The resolution of an SPR line width of the SPR reflectivity curve decreases, and a shift in the resonance angle or wavelength in response to the environmental index change increases [11, 12] .
In recent years, there has been a dramatic proliferation of research concerned with metamaterial (MM) sensors. The history of the metamaterial began with the research paper of Veselago [13] . The metamaterials can manipulate electromagnetic wave beams in surprising ways and exhibit some exotic electromagnetic properties which are not readily available in nature, such as backward propagation [14] , reverse Doppler effect, reverse Vavilov-Cerenkov effect [13] , negative refraction [15, 16] , and diffraction-limit breaking imaging [17] . In addition, metamaterials can exhibit a strong localization and enhancement of fields so that these can be used to actually improve the sensor selectivity of detecting nonlinear substances and to enable detection of extremely small amounts of analytes [18] . Based on these properties, many new or improved applications of metamaterials have been proposed recently. For example, using metamaterials instead of metal parts in the SPR sensor was proposed to enhance the sensing performance [19] , and utilizing metamaterials as high frequency sensors was also considered [20] .
Recently, K. S. Lee et al. [21] obtained the incident angle and reflectance of the bi-metallic five-layer optical SPR sensor using the bi-metallic concept. The use of a silver (Ag) inner coupling layer between the prism and the dielectric waveguide film was confirmed to have advantages in enhancing the sharpness of SPR curves as well as improving the sensing resolution and dynamic range.
Very recently, Y. K. Prajapati et al. [22] showed that SPR sensors using the metamaterial are better than conventional optical SPR sensors for the fourand five-layer structure. The use of the metamaterial layer is confirmed to have an advantage of increasing the reflectance dip of the optical SPR sensor, thus improving the sensitivity in term of the sensing resolution and dynamic range over the bi-metallic SPR sensor [21] .
The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the performance of the metamaterial based sensor. We have investigated a plasmonic stack for the resolution enhancement of an SPR sensor based on a waveguide structure through combining a metal by using the bi-metamaterial concept. Theoretical modeling has been carried out by solving the Fresnel equations for a multilayer stack of the metamaterial/metal/metamaterial layer. SPR sensor reflectivity curves are calculated as a function of the incident angle. The result shows that the metamaterial based sensor possesses a much higher sharpness of the reflectivity curve than traditional sensors. Moreover, it is believed that metamaterial based sensors can have a potential application in biochemical sensing in the future.
The paper organization is as follows: modeling section where descriptions of the modeling and related equations/formulations are presented in Section 2. In Section 3, numerical results will be discussed for validating our suggested formulation for an optimal structure for a desired parameter and examining the resolution features of the proposed structure. Finally, the paper ends with a short conclusion given in Section 4.
Theoretical modeling
A schematic geometry of the proposed SPR sensor is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of five layers with the bi-metamaterial layer thickness of d 1 and d 3 , respectively. Table 1 has three different configuration details which are used in this paper. Structure 1 has only a single MM or dielectric layer. Structure 2 is the bi-metallic approach which is the proposed structure. Structure 3 has a thick MM or dielectric layer which is used for the sake of comparison. Table 1 has the corresponding thicknesses of all the structures. The metamaterial layer is characterized by electric permittivity (ɛ m ) and magnetic permeability (μ m ). Park et al. [23] introduced the frequency dependent complex permittivity and permeability in the form
where p  is the plasma frequency, 0  is the resonance frequency,  is the electron scattering rate, and F is the fractional area of the unit cell occupied by the split ring. The metal gold (Au) and metamaterial layers are sandwiched between the cover which is water buffer with refractive index of 1.332 and high index prism with refractive index of 1.723. By using the Au layer of d 2 thickness, it is possible to optimize several combinations only for a p-polarized incident light of 632.8 nm to get sharp resonance curves and minimum reflectivity dips, because the s-polarized light cannot excite electronic surface plasmons [22] . Among these combinations, four-layer and five-layer structures are discussed in this paper. Table 1 Definition of different structures having different configurations based on dielectric and metamaterial layers.
Firstly, we solve Maxwell's equations for the four-layer and five-layer SPR sensors and get the Helmholtz equations for p-polarized light, which can be written as
where H y represents the magnetic field for ppolarized light, and β is the propagation constant in the x-direction. Hence, the solutions of the proposed SPR sensor for different regions can be written as
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Now apply the boundary conditions and consider that the fields and their derivatives should be continuous at the prism-metamaterial, metamaterialgold, gold-metamaterial, and metamaterial-water buffer media boundaries. By matching the field at the boundaries from (4), we get a set of eight equations having eight unknown constants. In order to get field profile for the proposed sensor, the above set of eight equations can be written in the form Δψ=0 (5) where Δ is 8×8 determinant which is obtained from the above set of eight equations.
And
The modal field profile of a proposed SPR sensor is also plotted with a given guiding film thickness, and the corresponding effective refractive index (n eff ) which is calculated from (5) by assuming one of the field amplitudes is equal to one.
For p-polarized incident light, the reflectance R can be predicted from the well-established Fresnel theory based on ray optics [24] . While the detailed derivations are available from many public archives, the resulting Fresnel equations are given as 
where ρ is the polarization index that equals to 1 for p-polarized light. The SPR reflectance can be readily determined as a function of the pertinent variables by numerically solving the above Fresnel equations. The final result is a normalized reflection term which represents the amount of light reflected from a surface. It is obvious that the model can be used to predict the SPR response with an angle modulated SPR sensor design.
Numerical results and discussion
This paper deals with optical SPR sensors by making use of isotropic and homogeneous metamaterials. We have chosen the following parameters, an operating wavelength 0  = 632. [19, 20] . Refractive indices for the prism, Au, dielectric layer, and water buffer (cover) are 1.723, 0.2184 + 3.5113i, 2.198, and 1.332, respectively [22] . Now we plot the reflectance curve for the proposed SPR sensor using a very simple approach, i. e. Fresnel's equations, compute the reflectance for various values of the incident angle ( ), and plot the curves between the reflectivity and incident angle for the four-layer and five-layer structures as illustrated in Figs. 2, 3 , and 4. These curves show SPR sensors with the metamaterial layer providing the minimum reflectance that can be seen from Table 2 . for the four-layer structure. It is seen from Table 2 and Fig. 3 that the bi-metamaterial based SPR sensor provides the sharp resonance curve and minimum reflectivity dip, and increases the dynamic range in comparison with those proposed by K. S. Lee et al. [21] and Y. K. Prajapati et al. [22] . K. S. Lee et al. obtained the incident angle and reflectance value as 51.05799° and 0.00995 for the bi-metallic five-layer optical SPR sensor, respectively.
Prajapati et al. obtained the incident angle and reflectance value as 50.63343° and 0.00317 using the metal and bi-metamaterial layer of the five-layer optical SPR sensor, respectively. When the dip is sharper, the reading is more accurate. Moreover, the choice of the bi-metamaterial layer plays a significant role in the reflectance dip sharpness.
Our computed results are better in terms of the incident angle and reflectance value of the respective optical SPR sensor using the bi-metamaterial layer in place of dielectric materials as shown in Table 2 .
It is observed from Fig. 2 , that for the four-layer metamaterial based SPR sensor, we can obtain the incident angle and reflectance dip value as 45.6962° and 0.03544, respectively. While in Fig. 4 , the five-layer metamaterial based SPR sensor structure can be converted into the four-layer metamaterial based SPR sensor structure by merging the two consecutive metamaterial layers above the gold layer, and we obtain the incident angle and reflectance dip value as 45.3072° and 0.05312, respectively.
It means that the incident angle of the five-layer metamaterial sensor, i.e. Structure-3 when converted in the four-layer metamaterial sensor by merging two consecutive metamaterial layers, is slightly reduced with respect to the four-layer metamaterial sensor, i.e. Structure-1 but the reflectance value slightly increases as shown in Table 2 . It is also seen from Table 2 that when the sensor structure is changed from the four layer to the five layer, i.e. from Structure -1 and Structure-3 to Structure-2, the reflectance approaches to the minimum and incident angle decreases.
It is seen that the thickness of the metal layer plays a significant role in the sharpness and depth of the reflectance dip.
The calculated reflectance is shown in Fig. 5 for three different thicknesses of the metal layer. At a metal thickness of 30 nm, the reflectance approaches zero, which is defined as the optimum metal for the five-layer structure.
In Fig. 6 , on decreasing the thickness of both metamaterial layers d 1 = d 3 = 150 nm, the incident angle and reflectance values are 53.123° and 0.01388, and on increasing the thickness of both metamaterial layers d 1 = d 3 = 600 nm, the incident angle and reflectance values are 42.577° and 0.07314, respectively. At more than 300 nm thickness of metamaterial layers, there is a slightly increase in the incident angle and reflectance value but not much. This means on increasing the thickness of metamaterial layers, the incident angle and reflectance values are almost constant due to the penetration depth of the evanescent field.
At less than 300 nm thickness of metamaterial layers, there is an increase in the incident angle and reflectance value, i. e. 53.123° and 0.01388 as shown in Fig. 6 , respectively. Therefore, at a metamaterial thickness of 300 nm, the reflectance approaches to zero, which is defined as the optimum metamaterial thickness for the proposed SPR sensors.
Also, we investigate the effect of the electric permittivity (ɛ m ) and magnetic permeability (μ m ) of metamaterial layers on the reflectance curves. for the metamaterial is { 0.66 0.001i}   for the five-layer structure. Now plot the model field distribution of the proposed five-layer metamaterial SPR sensor using a very simple approach as described above in Section 2. The field distribution obtained by this approach is shown in Fig. 9 for p-polarized light.
The field distribution is in the expected shape. The analysis of Fig. 9 results in the conclusion that the presence of the gold layer corresponds to an improved field at the metamaterial and gold layer boundary. Finally, the possibility of finding a physical system that has a negative index at the desired wavelength should be pointed out. At present, extending the resonance frequency band of the metamaterial from low to high, even to the visible light band, is an important research direction.
Conclusions
The optical SPR sensor with bi-metamaterial layer properties can be optimized in terms of achieving the largest shift in the incident angle. A much sharper reflectance dip is obtained in the presence of a metal layer between metamaterial layers. The use of metamaterial layers is confirmed to have an advantage in increasing the reflectance dip of the optical SPR sensor, thus improving the sensitivity in term of the sensing resolution and dynamic range. This is advantageous for sensing applications. The proposed structure is found to have an advantage over the conventional optical SPR as well as the bi-metallic optical SPR. The validity of the magnetic field results is proved on the basis of smooth match of the fields in the different layers of the proposed optical SPR sensor.
